We Figured it best to start things off right. So, in honor of that greatest of bodily urges, Silence in the Hub brings you an epic round of POOP trivia.

Famous Moments in Bathroom History. Please Fill out the timeline and tell us what famous poo related moment happened during the given year. Good Luck!

1. 1618_________________________

2. 1775________________________

3. 1781_________________________(Ben Franklin writes the royal academy of Farting)

4. 1859________________________

5. 1926______________

6. 1929________________________

7. 1930________________________

8. 1968________________________

9. 1977________________________

10. 1977______________________(The gas we pass)

11. 1994________________________

12. 1994______________________(The gas we pass)

13. 1997________________________

14. 1999________________________
Now it's time to test your knowledge of the Animal Kingdom with question, you guessed it, number 2. Please identify which animal left which poo.

A

B

C
24: Where do the Cosby Kids get dropped off?

25: What does it mean to turtle? How about Groundhog?

26: Say you are sliding into first. What Happens?

27: What about sliding into third?

28: What about sliding into home?

29: What about sliding down the hall?

30: What are dingle berries?

31: What number is poop?

32: What do you squeeze?

**Know your farts**

33. If you fart what gets cut?

34. What is a dutch oven?

35. Shit+Fart=?

36. What is the Musical Fruit?

37. Why?

38. What happens if you eat more?
39. What are silent ones?

40. What percentage of greenhouse gasses do cow farts produce?

41-42. Who is this man? Why is he famous? Le Petomane? (professional farter)

43. Why Can’t I have that Job?

44. What is special about the Innu people (Major spirit is the Fartman or matshishkaeu)?

45. Who are Terrance and Phillip?

46. Who is the real fartman?

47. Who played the spleen? (Paul Ruebens) What was his power?


49. What did Chuck Weimer Invent? (Fart Proof Pants)
50. Why should I be concerned about Japanese Kelp? It relieves farts.

51. What is a blue flame?

52. On Family Guy who did Peter compete with in Dueling Farts?

53. According to Family Guy what does God's fart create? "the universe"

54. What did Jim Carey do in Dumb and Dumber? Light a fart.

55. What TV character visits the emergency room after a fart related injury? Beavis.

56. He who smelt it, did what?

57. What about detected it?

58. What TV show theme had the line "quit your job and light a fart?" The man show.

59. Oh yeah, what if he made the rhyme?

60. It is the primary component of farts.

61. What instrument is played from the Ass when farting?

62. It's not cutting paper, but it is _________your shorts.

63. According to Frank Zappa what is Fart burning? A Manly art.

64. This is usually passed.

65. What Character in Canterbury Tales likes a good fart joke?

66. What movie has the most famous campfire farting scene? Blazing Saddles.

67. In what direction should one fart to scare away a knight? You general direction.

68. What is Dick Clark?

69. Left a little behind? We are not talking about tires on the road?

70. The exit point of a toot.

71. They don't do fart.
To the best of your ability describe each fart. Points for creative interpretation

Toot.
Ass-ripper
Jean Slicer
Juicer
Little Squirt
Big Bang
Blaster
Anal Salute
Squeeker